Dual phase lag bio-heat transfer during cryosurgery of lung cancer: Comparison of three heat transfer models.
The Pennes bio-heat model is based on Fourier's law of heat conduction, which assumed that a thermal signal propagate with infinite speed. This gives contradiction in physical situation. Also, the hyperbolic bio-heat model considers the micro scale response in time, but it does not explain the micro scale response in space. Therefore, to consider the thermal behaviour which is not captured by the Fourier's law and to take into account the microstructural effect in space, a dual phase lag (DPL) bio-heat conduction model would be advantageous. In this paper, a two dimensional DPL model is proposed to study the phase change heat transfer process during cryosurgery of lung cancer. The governing equations are solved numerically by enthalpy based finite difference method. The non-ideal behaviour of tissue and heat source terms, metabolism and blood perfusion are also considered. This study is made to examine the effects of phase lags in heat flux and temperature gradient on interface positions and temperature distribution during freezing process. A comparative study of DPL, parabolic and hyperbolic conduction models is thoroughly investigated. It is found that the phase lags of temperature gradient and heat flux have significant effect on interface positions and temperature distribution.